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TREATMENT SYSTEM

CARNEY
BATTERY HANDLING

With an increased focus on both environmental impact and safety practices in 
today’s workplace, the handling and disposing of hazardous waste by-products 

from battery washing can be a complicated and expensive task.

Our Wastewater Treatment System (WWTS) allows for fast, easy, safe and most 
importantly, environmentally friendly handling and disposal of your battery washing 
contaminates.Engineered and constructed as a stand-alone unit, the WWTS works 
directly with our Automated Battery Maid (ABM), however it can be modified to 

accommodate any battery wash system in your facility.

The WWTS provided a clean ‘white glove’ approach to handling and managing the 
contaminants by preventing them from re-entering the environment, separating 

contaminants into a filtered tank for removal and disposal while reclaiming <98% of 
the water for re-use.

WASTE WATER
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Waste Water Treatment System
Features and Benefits

Available Options

SYSTEM STANDARDS
AC power supply

Standard product warranty 

Compatibility with the CBH Battery Maid 

OPTIONS
Extended warranty and service program 

Colours & finish 

Magic powder flocculent 

Filter media kit

- Self contained system 
A stand-alone closed-loop system with 
no requirements for floor drains or other 
connections.

- Highest water efficiency
More than 98% of the system’s water is 
re-claimed and reused after each purging 
cycle.

- High throughput capabilities
Will filter and recycle contaminated water 
within minutes, to allow clean and continuous 
battery washing.

- Easy to operate
100% clear PVC reservoir allows the operator 
to visually monitor the quality of the battery 
wash water as it is being used. 

- System Integration 
Fully integrated control system is designed to 
work with our “Battery Maid” but can also be 
modified to accomodate other wash systems 
or operate as a stand-alone unit.

- Built-In unit protection
Operator ground fault protection and low 
water supply cut-off switch, protects the pump 
from running dry. 

- Revolutionary filtering technology
A custom designed flocculent is used to 
encapsulate all the heavy metals. It also 
created a large flock to enhance the filtering 
process. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
AC power supply (110/120/VAC - 1 phase @ 15 A)

Current drawn (8.4A for 120V NA, 6.0A for 230V EUR)

Chassis contruction (Fully welded sch. 40 tube)

Upper reservior (Fully welded 1/4’ clear PVC  

Lower reservoir (Fully welded stainless steel) 

Filter box (1/4’ PVC)

Water supply (1/2’ garden hose @ street pressure 5gpm)

Service weight (empty 180kgs) (full 483kgs)

Fluid Capacities 
Upper reservior (80 US gal (303L))

Lower reservoir (78 US gal (295L))

Filter box (26 US gal (98L))
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Waste Water Treatment System 
DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS
Type Standard Dimensions Metric Dimensions 
Overall length 52” 1320mm

Overall width 52” 1320mm

Overall height 98” 2490mm

Shipping height 94” 2390mm
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CBH_WWTS_NA_R001

Due to continuous product 
improvements, specifications are 
subject to change without notice.

Some systems and features shown may 
be optional at extra cost.

Model/Part Number Breakdown

WWTS - filled with waste water and in operation ABM - with attachable WWTS (Wastewater Treatment System)

ST 80 WWTS SA

Capacity (80L)

Settling tank (ST)

Waste water treatment system (WWTS)

Stand alone (SA)

Example: ST-80-WWTS-SA


